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Bencoolen, 8th February 1824 

 
My dear Maryanne 
 
A chance opportunity of  
writing to you by way of  
Batavia enables me to repeat the  
disturbing particulars contained 
in a letter I wrote to you two days  
ago by the way of Bengal –  

To set your mind at ease  
before I do so, let me satisfy you 
that your dear Boy Charles – Sophia  
myself & both Nelson and John are  
alive and well and at this 
moment safe and sound at Bencoolen. 

The long looked for Fame  
came at last – a beautiful little  
Ship with excellent accomodation  
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and every convenience we could wish –  
She was laden and we embarked  
on her and sailed for England  
with a fair breeze and every thing  
prosperous at day light on the 
morning of the 2nd instant. 

We had stood out to sea  
and lost sight of the land as the  
Evening came on – at eight o’clock  
Sophia retired to rest – and in about  
10 minutes I followed her and had  
just thrown off my outer garments,  
when a horrible yell – of Fire!  
Fire! resounded through the ship – 
there was no time to do more  
than to ascertain that it originated 
immediately under our Cabins  
and could not be extinguished 
for in five minutes the whole  
Poop was in a Blaze and 
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in less than five minutes more the  
whole ship was One dreadful 
flame – Fortunately we were able 
to lower two small Boats which  
hung over the Quarters & in these  
we were glad to trust ourselves  



to the mercy of the Waves, half  
naked as we were without a  
drop of Water or other refreshment –  
there was not time to save or  
secure a single article & poor  
Sophia was en Chemise without  
those Stockings or Covers for 
her head – fortunately she caught 
hold of her pelisse as a Wrapper 
& this was all she had on –  
poor Charles & little David both  
were as they lay in bed, the  
latter having been snatched from his Bed after it had caught 
fire.  We had a most  
anxious 
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anxious  & trying night as you  
may well suppose, but through  
the blessing of Providence and  
the exertions & steadiness of 
English Sold Sailors we reached  
Bencoolen at 2 o’clock next  
day – after being at the mercy  
of our Stormy Seas with death  
& damnation staring us in the  
face for nearly 18 hours – The  
Children slept through the  
time, but Sophia was at last  
quite exhausted continually  
fainting – 

Thanks to god we are  
all in a great measure 
recovered & nothing serious 
 is likely to occur to our  
health and constitutions in  
consequence of this dreadful  
exactation –  
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Of all horrible and awful  
events, who would have  
expected that on leaving these  
Shores, we should have had to  
encounter Conflagaration at  
Sea – and this in its most  
dreadful Circumstances – but  
God be praised that we are  
saved & we are thankful. 

Our losses have however  
been dreadful – All our Plate –  
including that from Java – all  
Sophia’s Jewels without exception  
all our Gold work – my valuable  
Collections of all kinds 150 packages all my Paper missives – all  
my beautiful Drawings – in  
short the cream and best of every thing I had collected  
learnt & attained during 
my 
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my residence in India – all – all  
has gone in the said ruin - &  
there is not in truth “a Wreck  
left behind” save ourselves. 

You will I dare say be  
particular enough of this awful  
Visitation of Providence in the  
Papers -  so that I will give you  
no further details. 

Our plan is still to get  
home this Season – at any rate  
to the Isle of France or the Cape –  
I have put to Padang and  
Batavia to look out for a  
Vessel & we are now engaged  
in renewing our Wardrobe, no  
easy matter in such a place as this. poor Sophia’s  
Laces – no finery now. 
We 
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We are glad to get hopsacks to  
cover our nakedness – Instead  
of laud Jackets fine frills and  
bocked hats, poor Charley must  
now be content with huckaback –  
but he seems to bear the  
change with great good humour  
& to like it merely because it  
is a change  where’s your Breeches,  
Charles? My Breeches are burnt –  
my hat burnt – all burnt –  

Tell Maryatt to send  
one more Copies of the formation  
of the Singapore Institution, to  
England – as I have lost all  
the others – also entreat Jackson  
to send some some Sketches of  
the place as the former are  
gone – send them to England  
made up like a Letter - &  
don’t disappoint me. 

God bless you dearest,  
your affect. Brother 
T. S. Raffles 


